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About This Game

Join the Band and become an Outlaw!

Play as Robin Hood and his Merry Men in this 2D Action Platformer. Help take back England from the diabolical Prince John
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I Played This Game Before Release At A Gaming Tourment And A Convension, Loved It Both Times. I Was Able To Beat The
Game In 20 Or So Minutes. For The Price It Offers A Fun And Enjoyable Content Which I Would Highly Recommend To
New And Old School Players.. Band of Outlaws is a simple 2D action platformer. You jump across several different stages in
order to fight a boss at the end whilst shooting enemies in your path (very mega man esque). This game is pretty short, but it can
be replayed over and over if you want to put a speedrun aspect into it, or if you didn't pick up all the collectables throughout
your first playthrough. The multiplayer is even pretty well done, it works like a deathmatch between the players and turned out
to be a lot more fun than I anticipated. It's definitely worth the $5 the developer is asking.. As someone who both enjoys side-
scrollers and loves Robin Hood, I really enjoyed this game. As soon as I saw the Fox Hood skin option I was desperate to unlock
it (hitting my nostalgia there). It was a pretty short game; I totaled about an hour and 20 minutes of playtime by the time I
completed the final boss, though that includes some backtracking after the game crashed. I had a bit of trouble figuring out the
controls at first. WASD and Space were intiutive, but it took me forever to figure out that you use the arrow keys to shoot your
arrows. There was nowhere to look up key bindings, so I was just poking at different keys for a while. The graphics and music
are bright and fun, and the controls handle well. The levels have plenty of baddies to shoot (some with more spite than others-
lookin' at you, OWLS) and lots of money bags to loot, while the bosses offer a nice challenge. I expect to play through the game
again in the near future, and consider my money well-spent.
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